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Coollaboratory Liquid
MetalPad - Notebook

Special Price

$11.21 was

$14.95

Product Images

Short Description

The innovation in the cooling of processors from High-End PC systems and game consoles with a heat
conduction pad!

The Coollaboratory Liquid MetalPad ist the first heat conduction pad, which is composed of 100% metal and
melts with just less heating (BurnIn-process), then it confects its superior heat transfer. It dissipates the heat
fast and efficiently and needn´t hide from the best heat conduction paste. The simple, clean and fast
installation turns the Liquid MetalPad into the ultimate heat conduction medium for HighEnd PCs and game
consoles.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

The innovation in the cooling of processors from High-End PC systems and game consoles with a heat
conduction pad!

The Coollaboratory Liquid MetalPad ist the first heat conduction pad, which is composed of 100% metal and
melts with just less heating (BurnIn-process), then it confects its superior heat transfer. It dissipates the heat
fast and efficiently and needn´t hide from the best heat conduction paste. The simple, clean and fast
installation turns the Liquid MetalPad into the ultimate heat conduction medium for HighEnd PCs and game
consoles.

The Liquid MetalPad can be used with all on the cooling market commercially available materials, for instance
aluminum or copper! It doesn´t age and doesn´t have to exchange regular. The Coollaboratory Liquid
MetalPad is certainly RoHS conformable and absolute nontoxic.

The Coollaboratory Liquid MetalPad for notebooks is esspecially developed for the usage in mobile prcessors
as there are often bigger gaps to fil up between the contact surfaces. The set is delivered in a transparent
blister-package, a detailed printed manual and contains one Liquid MetalPad (approx.76x38mm) and two
copper foils (in 76x38 mm and 0,1mm and 0,2 mm thickness). Additionally there is a cleaning set with a
cleaning tissue for cleaning of the contact area before and using the Liquid MetalPad.

*Note: This Item can not be shipped using DHL*

Additional Information

Brand Coollaboratory

SKU CL-LIQUID-MP-N

Weight 0.0300

TIM Type Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260157580190

Special Price $11.21
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